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We present herein an evolved methodology for the growth of nanocrystalline hierarchical nanotubes combining physical vapor deposition of organic nanowires (ONWs) and plasma enhanced chemical vacuum deposition of anatase TiO$_2$ layers. The ONWs act as vacuum removable 1D and 3D templates, occurring the whole process at temperatures ranging from RT to 250 °C. As result, a high density of hierarchical nanotubes with tunable diameter, length and tailored walls microstructures are formed on a variety of processable substrates as metal and metal oxides films or nanoparticles including transparent conductive oxides. The reiteration of the process leads to the development of an unprecedented 3D nanoarchitecture formed by stacking layers of hierarchical TiO$_2$ nanotubes. As a proof of concept, we present the superior performance of the 3D nanoarchitecture as photoanode within an excitonic solar cell with efficiencies as high as 4.69% for nominal thickness of the anatase layer below 2.75 um. Mechanical stability and straightforward implementation in devices are at the same time demonstrated. The process is extendable to other functional oxides fabricated by plasma-assisted methods with readily applications in energy harvesting and storage, catalysis and nanosensing.

Introduction

One-dimensional (1D) nanomaterials like nanowires (NWs), nanotubes (NTs), nanorods (NRs) and nanofibers (NFs) are ubiquitous elements for the exploitation of fundamental nanotechnology applications. Their fabrication is crucial in aspects such as development of model systems for shape-dependent relationships and properties, miniaturization of components and tailored structure-enhanced performance. Key advantage of the use of 1D materials is the ample variety in the modulation of their composition, shape and morphology to form complex nanoscale objects able to exhibit multiple functionalities. Recent examples of heterostructured 1D nanomaterials comprise axial junctions, radial junctions and core/shell nanostructures, and multibranched and hierarchical nanowires (nanotrees) or networks. In the latter cases, 1D nanostructures are assembled as three-dimensional (3D) architectures
showing even higher versatility in the composition modulation and a remarkable surface area. In a simplified way, the growth processes for the formation of 3D nanoarchitectures can be split in two main groups: i) multi-step sequential procedures usually including vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) or similar growth mechanisms and ii) the use of three dimensional templates. General examples in the literature of 3D nanoarchitectures refer to the formation of inorganic crystalline nanowires and networks formed by carbon nanofibers and nanotubes with a relatively lower attention to the development of organic 3D scaffolds. In a further step, 3D nanostructures can be decorated with 0D materials (i.e. nanoparticles or quantum dots) to increase their functionality. This new generation of nanomaterials presents appealing properties in applications including catalysis, chemical and biochemical sensing, energy harvesting and storage, photonics and microelectronics. In this context, we show herein an original template methodology that provides a reliable and simple way for the fabrication of 3D nanostructures with different levels of complexity, from hierarchical nanotubes (HNTs) with controlled wall microstructure, NTs forming nanotrees (NTrees) to finally, a multistack of nanotrees layers (NTrees-multistack). As a fundamental example of the possible applications of the 3D nanoarchitectures presented, here we show the formation of anatase TiO$_2$ nanomaterials with an enhanced performance as photoanode in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs). It is worth to stress herein that this protocol is straightforwardly extendable to the ample variety of materials composition and structures available by plasma assisted vacuum deposition technologies. Amorphous and anatase TiO$_2$ have been successfully employed in DSCs in the form of nanoparticles, nanosheets, nanotubes and nanowires achieving remarkable efficiencies by implementing optimized dyes and electrolytes. Over the last few years, it has been demonstrated that TiO$_2$ nanoparticles suffer from relatively short electron diffusion lengths than 1D nanostructures due to the huge number of grain boundaries. However, 1D nanostructures such as nanorods or nanowires offer much lower surface area compared to nanoparticles, hence dye concentration, and thereby photocurrent, are significantly lower in the latter case. In order to achieve even higher efficiencies with TiO$_2$ systems, it is therefore required the development of structures with long diffusion lengths and high surface area. State of the art DSCs comprising 1D anatase nanostructures have achieved remarkable efficiencies of about 10% by implementing hierarchical anatase NWs. In other recent works, efficiencies between 4%-8% have been attained, always exploiting relatively thick hierarchical 1D nanostructures. However, not less than 14 um or even 47 um of film thickness were needed for such high efficiencies. In this
article we will demonstrate an enhanced performance of the 3D photoanodes over their thin film and 1D counterparts achieving circa of 4.7% in efficiency for an equivalent thickness of the photoanode below 2.75 μm. With such aim, the article is structured as follows. First, we present the fundamentals of a plasma/vacuum protocol for the fabrication of hierarchical anatase TiO₂ using organic nanowires as 1D/3D template and further development of unprecedented nanotrees-multistack nanoarchitectures. Secondly, we report on the fabrication and characterization of dye sensitized solar cells based on these novel materials.

**Results and discussion**

**Fabrication of anatase hierarchical nanotubes**

Scheme 1 and Figure 1 gather the different vacuum and plasma deposition and processing steps involved in the formation of anatase hierarchical nanotubes (HNTs). The most important and original characteristic of this method is the use of single crystalline organic nanowires (ONWs) as vacuum processable 1D templates for the formation of hybrid nanowires or metal oxide nanotubes with tailored microstructured walls. The ONWs are formed by small molecules (porphyrins and phthalocyanines) that are relatively low cost precursors. The removal of the template is carried out under mild solventless conditions. Thus, the first two steps (0 and i) are related to the formation of the ONWs on processable substrates. Step 0) is the fabrication of a seed layer, required for highly dense and homogeneous ONWs growth. As published elsewhere, the seed layer roughness instead of its chemical composition is the critical parameter to prompt the formation of ONWs. Such surface roughness or grains dispersion acts as nucleation centres for the single-crystal formation under supersaturation conditions, driven by the strongly directional π-stacking self-assembly. Herein, looking to the final application of the HNTs as photoanode in dye solar cells (where a blocking layer between FTO and electrolyte is desirable), we have selected as seed layer a polycrystalline anatase film (ca. 200 nm) grown by plasma enhanced chemical deposition (PECVD). Step i) represents the physical vacuum deposition (PVD) process that provides the growth of squared ONWs and nanobelts. Growth conditions such as substrate temperature and growth rate depends on the chemical structure of the small-molecule forming the ONWs. In this work, we have utilized phthalocyanine molecules (H₂Pc) with a relative high sublimation temperature (above 250 °C) under the our settled vacuum conditions (see Experimental and Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) Sections). As result, ONWs in a density about 10 NW x um⁻² with tuneable
lengths in the range between 1 and 30 um and diameters between 50 and 120 nm are formed (see Figure 1 a). Density, length and diameter of the ONWs strongly depend on the growth time.\textsuperscript{17} The third step (Step ii) represents the conformal deposition by PECVD of the titanium dioxide shell on the as-grown ONWs (Scheme 1 and Figure 1 b) in order to form hybrid ONW@TiO\textsubscript{2} 1D nanostructures. In recent articles, we have proved this procedure for the formation of nanoporous TiO\textsubscript{2} and SiO\textsubscript{2} and polycrystalline ZnO shells at room temperature.\textsuperscript{16,20} In order to provide the formation of crystalline TiO\textsubscript{2} we have applied the conditions reported for the formation of anatase thin films by PECVD.\textsuperscript{19} It is important to address that the temperature required for the formation of the anatase layer (250 °C) is close to the sublimation temperature of the H\textsubscript{2}PC small-molecule. Therefore, the direct deposition of the TiO\textsubscript{2} at 250 °C on the ONWs used as 1D scaffolds would eventually lead to their sublimation and evacuation. In order to overcome this handicap, we firstly produce a thin TiO\textsubscript{2} shell (below 50 nm) at 150 °C as interlayer to preserve the 1D scaffold and then

\begin{description}
\item[i)] PVD (H\textsubscript{2}Pc/200°C)
\item[ii)] PECVD (TiO\textsubscript{2}/250 °C)
\item[iii)] PVD (H\textsubscript{2}Pc/200°C)
\item[iv)] PECVD (TiO\textsubscript{2}/250 °C)
\end{description}

\textbf{Scheme 1.} Schematic representation of the different steps in the multistacked nanotrees fabrication, namely, i) PVD of pi-conjugated molecules to form ONWs; ii) conformal growth of anatase shell at 250 °C and consequent formation of hierarchical TiO2 nanotubes (HNTs); iii) secondary growth of ONWs on the HNTs; iv) reiterative reproduction of steps ii) and iii) to form a multistack.
Figure 1. a) Characteristic cross-section SEM image showing the formation of \( \text{H}_2\text{Pc} \) single crystal organic nanowires using an anatase film as seed layer. (b-c) Cross-section and normal view SEM micrographs of a 1.6 and 660 nm anatase HNT-films correspondently. Details of a 660 nm -HNT tip and lateral appear in d-e); (e-f) SEM and HAADF-STEM images of a 1.6 um HNT; g) XRD diagrams of HNTs with different thicknesses.
increase the substrate temperature until 250ºC. In this way, the final deposition of the anatase shell occurs at the same time that the organic core sublimation and evacuation. In this way, the final 1D nanostructures depict the form of domed-nanotubes (Figure 1 b-f) with a sharp and flat inner interface with the emptied core. It is important to stress that the deposition of the inorganic shell by PECVD leads to the vertical alignment of the nanowires (Figure 1 b-c) otherwise randomly oriented (Figure 1 a). Such alignment responds to a combination of the electrostatic repulsion between the ONWs under effect of the electric field in the plasma sheath and to the increment of the rigidity of the nanowires because of the metal oxide shell formation. Final diameter of the HNTs is controllable through the growth rate and deposition time of the anatase shell. In order to facilitate the comparison between samples, we denote them after their nominal thickness, i.e. the actual thickness of the thin film grown under identical conditions on flat reference samples (Si(100), fused silica slides and FTO, see Figure S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Information). Keeping in mind the final application of the anatase nanotubes

Figure 2. a) HREM images of a 660 nm HNT, labels address the 3.5Å interplanar spacing assigned to (101) planes; b) focus-in image of the selected area in a) and corresponding DDP revealing interplanar distances compatibles with (004) planes; c) HREM and DDP of a grain showing (101) and (112) planes for the selected region in the insets. (d-e) EDX and EELS spectra revealing the composition of the nanotubes (see also XPS results in ESI section).
as photoanode in excitonic solar cells, we have selected three different nominal thicknesses: 660 nm, 1.6 μm and 6.6 μm. Figure 1 d-f) presents SEM and HAADF-STEM images of the 660 nm- (a-e) and 1.6 μm- (e-f) anatase nanotubes showing for both nominal shell thicknesses a marked crystalline nanostructure with features growing radially and axially from the NT core. The microstructure of the shell is similar to that of anatase thin films grown directly on Si substrates (Figure S1). In fact, by a close inspection to Fig. 1 d-f), it may be noted that each crystal emerging from the NT is decorated with numerous sub-crystals, resembling a feather, thus giving rise to a hierarchical nanotube (HNT). The anatase feathers growing radially from the axis of the HNTs retained some degree of individuality with some empty space between them as evidenced by HAADF-STEM in Figure 1 f). However, they grow connected at the bottom forming the cavity walls, providing the structural integrity needed after the sublimation of the organic core. On the other hand, the diameter of the HNTs was not uniform along the whole structure appearing thicker at the top and gradually thinner towards the base (Fig. 1 e-f). Such characteristic responds to the shadowing effect of the nanowires tip during the growth of the inorganic shell and it is therefore more pronounced for NTs with bigger diameters. For the highest diameter of the anatase shell (6.6 μm equivalent thickness), the HNTs heads collapse (see Figure S2). Thus, the gaps between adjacent structures are reduced dramatically to the extent of a noticeable percolation at the top. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that these structures presented a high degree of interconnection at the interface with the substrate (Figure S2). Table S1 gathers the mean HNTs lengths showing that even for the highest nominal thickness of the anatase shell, the average HNT length stays below 10 μm. Figure 1 g) and Figure S3 summarize XRD diagrams for HNTs layers and thin films correspondently clearly evidencing the crystalline anatase phase. Texturization of the thin films along the planes (112) and (211) is deduced from the relative peak intensities in the diffractograms (see also reference 19). The crystallite size, calculated by the Scherrer method (Table S2), remains below 100 nm for all the samples under study. These results are in good agreement with the High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM) characterization gathered in Figure 2. The image in panel a) shows the tips of the feathers forming the columnar shell of a 660 nm – HNT. Most of the grains in this image present an interplane spacing of 3.5 Å compatible with planes (101). The spatial resolution of our set-up (2.5 Å) hampers a clear determination or smaller interplanar spacing. However, in the focus-in image in b) and the Digital Diffractogram Pattern (DDP) on the left reveal distances ca. 2.4 Å compatible with the presence of (004). HREM in the tip of a feather-like column gathered in panel c) and the corresponding DDP are
compatible with two family of planes (101) and (112). On the other hand, EDX and EELS spectra in Figure 2 d-e) along to the XPS characterization in Figure S4 further support the formation of TiO$_2$ and complete evacuation and removal of the organic molecules forming the ONW from the HNTs surface. XPS survey spectrum in Figure S4 presents peaks corresponding to Si (from the silicon wafer used as substrate), C, Ti and O. We found no trace of nitrogen associated to the H$_2$Pc detection. The estimated atomic percentages (65 % for oxygen, 22% for Ti and 13% for C) and the low content in C in EDX spectra indicate the complete oxidation of the organometallic TTIP precursor during the PECVD process (see experimental). Additional presence of carbonaceous species likely corresponds to spurious carbon contamination after handling the samples in air.

**Fabrication of anatase Nanotrees-multistack**

As mentioned above, formation of 3D architectures as networks or nanotrees represent a significant advance in the development of multifunctional nanomaterials for energy harvesting. Thus, one of the most interesting characteristics of these 3D nanomaterials is that the branches and stems act as direct pathway for charge and light and enormously enhance the surface area respect to the 1D counterpart. Furthermore, the lateral connectivity can be also greatly improved which is very profitable from the point of view of the implementation of these nanomaterials within electronic and optoelectronic devices. Within such appealing framework, we propose herein a new type of 3D architecture (Figure 3) consisting in the stack of anatase HNTs layers. The underlying idea behind this approach consists in the use of the nanoscale features at the as-grown HNTs surface as nucleation centres for the formation of secondary organic nanowires (see Scheme1, Step iii). Due to geometrical constraints, the secondary ONWs growth is preferential at the tips of the HNTs (see Fig. 3 a-b) although for the longer nanotubes the ONWs decoration can be also visible covering their overhanging section (Figure 3c). Secondary ONWs grow axially distributed from the as-grown HNTs forming hybrid nanotrees. Step iv) consists in the repetition of Step ii) to form an anatase layer to cover the new organic nanowires. The deposition of the TiO$_2$ shell takes place conformal to the tallest ONWs with little increment in the diameter of the previously formed HNTs because of shadowing effects. In addition, secondary ONWs not covered by TiO$_2$ sublimate at the given 250 ºC. Such experimental methodology contributes to the homogeneity and reproducibility in length, thickness and density distributions between consecutive HNTs layers. The protocol is then repeated adding layers to develop the multistacked nanotrees architecture. Figure 3 e) shows the result of a three-layers multistack with a total equivalent thickness ca. 2.75 um (850 nm for the first two layers and 1 um for the third one, see equivalent thin film in Figure S5).
In this section, we evaluate the application of HNTs and NTrees-multistack as photoanodes in dye-sensitized solar cells. Firstly, we need to reproduce such nanoarchitectures and probe their mechanical stability on transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) supports such as FTO. Thus, the fabrication and assembly of the solar cell follows the steps shown in Scheme 1 where a 200 nm anatase layer deposited in Step 0) plays a double role, such as seed layer for the formation of ONWs and as a blocking layer between the liquid electrolyte and the TCO. Figure 4 a) shows the different stages in the cell preparation and assembly. First, we follow to summarize the optical properties of the HNTs and NTrees samples in comparison to the thin films deposited as reference. Figure S6 presents the UV-Vis-NIR transmission spectra of a 3 um thick anatase thin film and the corresponding HNTs sample. The latter strongly scatter the light in the visible and NIR range, whereas the thin film presents a significant higher transparency. This is the general trend for all the cases, with thin film samples showing a high transparency meanwhile, HNTs exhibit always a whitish appearance (see step 4 in Figure 4 a) due to noticeable light scattering effects. This property is highly desirable for the DSC performance optimization since it increases the photon absorption and, therefore, light harvesting. Figure S7 shows the comparison between HNT and thin film samples after step 5) in order to illustrate the effect of the HNT formation on the dye loading capability. As expected, these results indicate that the thicker the nominal thickness of the anatase shell the greater the amount of dye adsorbed with HNT samples. Thus, HNTs exhibited always a more intense pigmentation than their equivalent thin film in good agreement with the surface area enhancement for the 1D configuration.
The increment in dye loading for HNTs devices translates into higher photocurrents (JSC) in comparison with thin films and raising with the HNTs equivalent thickness (see Figure 4b) and Table 1). The pronounced light dispersion in HNTs layers is likely contributing as well to the high photocurrent values. On the other hand, the photovoltage (VOC) also increases with the thin film thickness reaching a maximum of 831±1 mV for the 6.6 um sample. This same behaviour was previously reported for ZnO thin films grown by PECVD.\textsuperscript{24} $V_{OC}$ values for HNTs cells are slightly dependent on the shell nominal thickness, but are much larger than those of equivalent thin film cells for low thicknesses.
Figure 4. a) Photographs showing the different steps of the DSC fabrication; b) I-V curves for the DSCs assembled with HNTs and TFs of three wall thicknesses, and the multistacked nanotrees (best cells shown).
This trendy indicates a substantially low recombination rate for HNTs photoanodes. In addition, the fill factor (FF) does not change significantly with the thickness in the thin film cells, while for HNTs it decreases as the thickness increases. This latter aspect correlates with the higher photocurrents and associated series resistance voltage drops. Interestingly, HNTs exhibited a higher fill factor than thin films.

For the highest thickness, 6.6 um, the efficiency of the thin film cell nearly triples, whereas for HNTs it augmented by a factor of 1.5. It is important to address herein that the increment of the HNTs diameters is strongly affected by self-shadowing effects as addressed above. Correspondently, the percolation level between the tips of the nanotubes also increases (Figure S2). The next step is, therefore, to apply the 3D approach based on the NTrees-multistack in Figure 3 to overcome this issue. In this way, we take advantage of the enhancement in surface area with no detriment in the effective charge transport. Accordingly, the NTrees-multistack samples show an exceptional photovoltaic performance, achieving an average value of efficiency of 4.69%. In spite of the fact that the total length of the stack was around 14 um,
Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters for TiO\textsubscript{2} (anatase)-based DSCs as a function of the equivalent thickness. Mean photovoltaic parameters values and estimated errors have been obtained from data of three devices with the same configuration. Thin film thickness corresponds to the nominal thickness of the HNTs, i.e. fabricated under the same experimental conditions on a flat substrate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>$I_{sc}$ (mA/cm\textsuperscript{2})</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (mV)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>η (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>660 nm TF</td>
<td>1.52±0.05</td>
<td>670±7</td>
<td>62.7±1.9</td>
<td>0.64±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 um TF</td>
<td>2.86±0.30</td>
<td>698±58</td>
<td>64.9±1.4</td>
<td>1.31±0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6 um TF</td>
<td>7.12±0.15</td>
<td>831±1</td>
<td>63.6±1.6</td>
<td>3.76±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660 nm HNTs</td>
<td>2.48±0.30</td>
<td>833±9</td>
<td>71.4±0.8</td>
<td>1.47±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 um HNTs</td>
<td>5.39±0.53</td>
<td>819±2</td>
<td>66.6±2.4</td>
<td>2.93±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6 μm HNTs</td>
<td>7.87±0.58</td>
<td>835±6</td>
<td>65.7±0.2</td>
<td>4.32±0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistack (2.75 um)</td>
<td>9.19±0.17</td>
<td>824±5</td>
<td>61.9±1.0</td>
<td>4.69±0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the thickness of the equivalent anatase thin film was only 2.75 um. In addition, the photocurrent is remarkably high, likely result of a successful combination of high surface area, scattering and light trapping effects. We have analysed the different transport process parameters by means of Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) and modelling. Figure S8 includes the results comparing\textsuperscript{25} the cells with highest efficient, i.e. 6.6 um TF, 6.6. um HNT and NTrees-multistack. The exponential behaviour evidences that a chemical capacitance is controlling accumulation in the TiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{26} being larger for the stack, as expected for higher surface areas. It is also noticeable that the largest recombination resistance ($R_{re}$) corresponds also to the NTrees-multistack. The electron lifetime ($\tau_n$) trends agree with the obtained potentials in the I-V curves: the longer the electron lifetime the higher the $V_{oc}$ and vice versa. Diffusion coefficients ($D_n$) were estimated by Intensity-Modulated Photovoltage Spectroscopy (IMPS) (Figure S9). This parameter is slightly higher for the stack and lower for the thicker HNTs (6.6 um). Attending to the curves shape
(straight lines) we assume a multiple trapping transport mechanism.²⁷ By combining the electron lifetime obtained from EIS data and the diffusion coefficient from IMPS, the electron diffusion length for each cell might be estimated through equation \( L_n = \sqrt{D_n \times \tau_n} \) (Figure S9). For all the cases, the diffusion length is at least 10 times greater than the photoanode thickness indicating a collection efficiency of a 100%. This confirms that the main advantage of the hierarchical nanostructures is to increase the surface area for dye adsorption without affecting significantly the good transport properties of the anatase hierarchical shells.

**Experimental Section**

**ONWs by PVD.** The organic precursor Phthalocyanine (H\(_2\)Pc) was supplied from Aldrich and used as received without further purification. The PVD procedure for the formation of single crystal ONWs has been fully described in previous references.¹⁷ It consists on the sublimation of the organic molecules from a Knudsen cell at 0.02 mbar of Ar using a growth rate about 0.3 Å/s and controlled substrate temperature (~200 °C).

**TiO\(_2\) layers by PECVD.** Anatase layers and shells were fabricated in a microwave (2.45 GHz) ECR reactor with a down-stream configuration using titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor. Total pressure in the chamber was settled at 1.5 x 10\(^{-2}\) mbar and plasma power at 400 W keeping the substrates at 250 °C during the fabrication process. An intermediate layer was formed at 150 °C to be used as 1D scaffold previous to the organic core sublimation during the anatase deposition.

**Fabrication of the anatase multistack.** The NTrees-multistack were produced by a consecutive deposition process. A first layer of NTs was produced growing 0.65 kÅ (measured in the quartz crystal monitor (QCM)) of H\(_2\)Pc using an anatase thin film (200 nm) as seeds for ONWs (it also acts as blocking layer for the DSC), followed by the deposition of 860 nm of anatase. This process was repeated two more times increasing the thickness of the deposited anatase in a total of 2.75 um.

**Dye-Sensitized Solar cells fabrication procedure and characterization.** Section S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Information section gathers the detailed process.

**Characterization.** SEM micrographs were acquired in a Hitachi S4800 working at 2 kV. The samples were dispersed onto Holey carbon films on Cu or Ni grids from Agar scientific for TEM characterization. The HREM images were obtained in an S/TEM FEG-TALOS FS 200S de FEI, working at 200KV with 2.5 nm point resolution. The HAADF-STEM image was obtained with a
FEG S/TEM Tecnai G2F30 from FEI, working at 300 kV, equipped with a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector from Fischione with a 0.16 nm point resolution. X-EDS spectra were recorded with an XEDS detector SSD (INCA X-Max 80), and Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) using a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF) (QUAMTUM SE model). UV-VIS-NIR spectra were recorded in PerkinElmer Lambda 750 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer. The crystal structure was analysed by XRD in a Panalytical X’PERT PRO spectrometer operated in the θ - 2θ configuration and using the Cu Kα (1.5418 Å) radiation as an excitation source. The crystallite size was determined with PANalytical X’Pert HighScore Plus software, which employs the Scherrer equation for the calculations.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated a reliable full vacuum/plasma methodology based on the use of supported ONWs as 1D and 3D template for the fabrication of hierarchical anatase nanotubes and multistacked nanotrees layers. This template method provides different advantages for the straightforward implementation of these 1D and 3D nanoarchitectures in electronic and optoelectronic devices: compatibility in an ample variety of materials, including TCOs; mild and solventless conditions for template removal on the substrate and fine control on the shell microstructure and composition (see also reference 16). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a nanoarchitecture such as the NTrees-multistack developed by a full dry approach at temperatures below 250 ºC is reported. In order to probe the enhancement in surface area, improvement of the electrical connectivity and direct charge transport for this evolved approach we have successfully built HNTs and NTrees-multistack solar cell-photoanodes. These 1D and 3D cells outperformance the thin films counterparts showing as well a proper mechanical stability. It is also interest to stress that an active area as big as 0.7 cm² was achieved with an appreciable homogeneity (see Figure 4). Moreover, the 3D nanoarchitectures reached an efficiency of 4.69% with a relatively low TiO₂ thickness (2.75 um). Such a promising value responds to the combination of high light scattering, enhanced dye loading and conservation of the electron transport properties of the anatase shells. It is interesting to address that the multistacked nanotrees can easily progress to contain different shells nanostructures selecting the deposition conditions during the shell growth. It is also possible to extend the formation to multishell-nanotubes¹⁶ as well as combining layers of NTs with different composition. These successful results and the straightforward extension of this template
method to the growth of plasma assisted deposited functional shells (including metal and metal oxide materials) with tailored nanostructures and properties will certainly lead the path to the development of a new generation of 3D nanoarchitectures with appealing applications in energy harvesting, conversion and storage, nanosensing and catalysis.
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